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SÜDASIEN
Pher!, 'hakkura: Ga"itas#rakaumud$. The Moonlight
of the Essence of Mathematics. Ed. with Introduction,
Translation, and Mathematical Commentary by SaKHYa.
New Delhi: Manohar 2009. XLVI, 278 S. m. Abb. 4°.
Hartbd. 995 Rs. ISBN 978-81-70304-809-8.
Bespr. von Jérôme Petit, Paris.
The field of the history of Indian mathematics, developed
in the last decades particularly by David Pingree to whose
memory the present book is dedicated, is witnessing exciting times. The year 2009 has seen, among others, the publication of Kim Plofkers notable Mathematics in India,1
and the present edition, translation and commentary of
'hakkura Pher(s Ga'itas$rakaumud& (henceforth GSK).
The latter is signed SaKHYa, Sanskrit for friendship,
an acronym generated by a mathematical permutation
(caturak(araprast$ra-) of the initial letters of the four
authors names  as revealed in the preface of Sreeramula
Rajeswara Sarma, retired professor of Sanskrit at Aligarh
Muslim University. Sarma benefited in 2002 from a semesters stay in Kyoto as a guest professor to join a group
of three eminent Japanese professorial historians of science: Takanori Kusuba of Osaka University, Takao Hayashi of Doshisha University in Kyoto and Michio Yano of
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Kyoto Sangyo University. For six months these four eminent scholars worked together to complete the full translation of the text. Some years were then needed to complete
this very precise and precious work.
After an enlightening introduction (pp. xixlvi), the work
proceeds in four parts: original text in transcription (pp. 1
41), English translation (pp. 4394), mathematical commentary (pp. 95193), and a concordance of the GSK and
other works (pp. 195206). Three useful appendices follow:
The Type Problems (pp. 208214), Index to the Numbers in the Text (pp. 215221), and an important Glossary-index to the Text (pp. 223256). A bibliography of
primary and secondary sources (pp. 257265), an index of
mathematical terms in English (pp. 267272), an index of
things mentioned in the text (e.g. cloth, camel, pearl, sandstone etc.) (pp. 273276) and an index of Sanskrit/Prakrit
authors and titles (pp. 277278) close the work.
The GSK is probably the first mathematical work to be
written in Apabhra)*a, a Middle Indo-Aryan language
more popular than the elitist Sanskrit at that time. Its author, 'hakkura Pher(, was a Jain belonging to the +r#m"la
caste affiliated to the Kharatara +vet"mbara sect. He was
born around 1270 in Kann",apura, today known as Kaliyana in Haryana state. His family, as often among the +r#m"la, were bankers and jewellers. The first part of the
introduction explains in detail the role played by the Jains
in banking and money minting, a role that led them to be
linked with the Persianised authorities (Pher( himself was
engaged by the -al.# Sul/"ns of Delhi as an attaché at the
treasury). In fact, the Jains, simply through their activities,
were mediators between the Islamic and Sanskritic traditions, as SaKHYa point out (p. xiii). Pher( himself was
such a mediator, as well as a bridge between an elite and a
larger audience by using the Apabhra)*a language, and
between trade and science by composing, apart from a
small poem of Jain piety, six scientific works, namely
(with Sanskritised titles) on gemmology (Ratnapar&k($),
astronomy (Jyoti(as$ra), architecture (V$stus$ra), economics (Dravyapar&k($), chemistry (Dh$t)tpatti) and
mathematics (Ga'itas$rakaumud&).
The GSK contains five chapters written mostly in G"h"
(G"th") metre, close to the Sanskrit 0ry" metre. Chapters 1
to 3 have the traditional structure known from Sanskrit
works, but the last two chapters bring supplementary material taken from the own experiences of Pher( and his contemporaries. In order to make the mathematical content of
the text accessible, SaKHYa give in the introduction some
very clear explanations about the main characteristic
features that readers will meet with, like proportionate
distribution (pakkhevakara'a-) used in the distribution of
interest in a business partnership; weights and measures
specially detailed in Pher(s text (two kinds of a*gula-,
three kinds of hattha-, etc.); the calculation of sum and
difference, supposed by Pher( to be already known; reductions of fractions and specially the homogenisation of
mixed fractions named here reduction to the same colour
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(sava*na'a-); purchase and sale for which Pher( gives four
formulae (buying rate, selling rate, capital, net profit) where
the Ga'itas$ra of Mah"v#ra gives only one; sale of living
things, like any other mathematical textbook (here Pher(
does not deal with the sale of humans, but uses camels in his
example). The influence of the Tri!atik$ of +r#dhara (eighth
century) and of the Ga'itas$ra of Mah"v#ra (ninth century)
is very well highlighted by the four scholars. Pher( adopts
sometimes the same formula used by +r#dhara and Mah"v#ra, sometimes he adds some innovations, otherwise
some complications, like in the example given about three
lengths of a segment of a circle, in which the authors ask
why he did not rewrite the simple algorithm instead of creating a more complicated one (p. xxviii).
If the GSK uses the frame of Sanskrit mathematical
texts, it also includes examples of everyday life, which is
one of its major contributions and original features. The
value of the Ga'itas$rakaumud& lies, to a large extent, in
this supplementary material, which offers us a glimpse into
the life of the Delhi-Haryana-Rajasthan region in the early
fourteenth century as no other mathematical work does
(p. xvii). This material deals with commercial arithmetic,
mathematical riddles, rules for converting dates, or the
construction of magic squares. The fourth chapter deals
particularly with recreational (and poetical) mathematics
by noting problems such as the devotee who offers flowers
to a god in a temple with four doors, etc. The fifth chapter
entitled Uddesapa*caga Quintet of Topics is probably
intended to be a kind of supplement to the earlier chapters.
The five topics are: grain, sugarcane juice and oil, regional
tax, price and measurement. This chapter is particularly
important, as SaKHYa point out, to delineate the history of
agriculture and industry in mediaeval India. The data provided by Pher( has been used by historians of economics
such as Dashrath Sharma or Irfan Habib for their studies.
See e.g. 5,4  8: The yield of food-grains is obtained at harvest, from an
area of one v&gaha of twenty visuvas. Know sixty ma'as of kodrava
grains, twenty-four of kidney beans; 5,2: Grain grows everywhere, but
because of the quality of the soil, there is much difference [in the yield].
Delhi, Hansi, and Narhad: Know that these are irrigated regions; about
the yield of regional tax, 5,14: Ten for a she-goat, the same for a cow,
twice that for a she-buffalo, and four vayallas for a plough. For fire of
hearth, the hearth tax, excepting things related to barbers, necklaces and
dowry.

The last two chapters present some problems of vocabulary in using many regional terms (de!&-). The author himself exclaims: Pher(, son of Ca)da, speaks of the regional method of writing and counting (desa-leha-paya+&)
which is to be observed in transactions for profit in Delhi
and in Rajasthan (4.1, translation p. 75). These terms are
explained to the extent of todays knowledge by referring
to the Hobson-Jobson,2 which is a good idea. It might have
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been useful to also give references from Griersons Bihar
Peasant Life,3 as the text contains many agricultural terms.
In any case, the translation of the text is as close to the
original as possible while remaining readable. The additions in brackets of the authors deliberate omissions (supposed to be known due to the background of the target
audience) helps in understanding the text. Then too, the
reader can refer to the mathematical commentaries which
are very clear and helpful, for specialists as well as for
neophytes who might have forgotten their mathematics
classes a little. Each problem is literally explained and
algorithms are noted in mathematical formulae.
By being relegated to a third part, the commentary allows the translation to express the essence of the original
in a concise and living style. The glossary-index of the text
is also a tool which is very cleverly made. Excluding pronouns and indeclinables having no mathematical connection, as well as occurrences of hava- (Sanskrit !bh) to
be), it contains words for mathematical topics (such as
sa*kaliya-), mathematical operations (such as pa+hama-),
weights and measures (such as a*gula-) and numerical
expressions (such as ikki-), and words used in connection
with the topics in examples (such as a*ba-). The etymology of every word (Old, Middle and New Indo-Aryan, and
Persian) as well as an English translation are given, which
is to be welcomed.
The text itself is a revised version of the R"jasth"n Pr"cyavidy" Prati1/h"n edition of Pher(s seven works.4 This
edition is made from a single manuscript, the only one
known containing the GSK, discovered by the N"h"/"s in
1946 at the +r#ma,i J#van Jain Library in Calcutta. The revisions focus on the mathematical, grammatical and metrical
coherence. Corrections are made directly to the text, and the
presumed errors of the edition are rejected in footnotes.
Sandhi are separated, although they are recorded well,
which allows a good readability of the original Apabhra)*a.
As we can see, nothing is left to chance in this remarkable study: no difficulty is avoided, every element is stated
and detailed (see for example the wonderful table of agricultural produce in Apabhra)*a, Sanskrit, English and
Latin, p. 186). SaKHYa offer us a very clear and complete
work, like a new foundation stone on which the edifice of
the history of Indian mathematics, as well as that of Indian
economics, might be firmly raised. The context of the
emergence of the text is well highlighted, and we can see
how GSK is a proof of the development and popularisation

of mathematics in North India at that time. Pher(s is a
kind of manual which would have been widely used especially in the Jain +r#m"la milieu. We may even speculate
that the GSK had fallen into the hands of Ban"r"s#d"s, the
Jain merchant of Jaunpur belonging to the +r#m"la j$ti,
who says in his New Indo-Aryan5 autobiography Ardh" kath$nak of 1641 that he learned arithmetic through such
manuals, though he did not give any name. In any case, the
lack of manuscripts says nothing on the popularity of the
GSK, for this kind of book was not intended to be kept in
libraries: such books were mostly used, read and reread by
the merchants who were keeping them at hand in order to
face all business situations. We are grateful to SaKHYa for
having familiarised us with such an everyday object in the
life of Indian merchants in mediaeval times.

Tieber, Claus (Hg.): Fokus Bollywood. Das indische
Kino in wissenschaftlichen Diskursen. Wien/Berlin: Lit
2009. 184 S. m. Abb. gr. 8° = Filmwissenschaft 5. Brosch.
19,90 . ISBN 978-3-7000-0842-2 (A), 978-3-82581355-0 (D).
Bespr. von Carmen Brandt, Halle an der Saale.
Während die Publikationsvielfalt englischsprachiger Arbeiten zur Filmlandschaft in Indien kaum noch überschaubar ist, beschäftigt sich im deutschsprachigen Raum noch
immer nur ein kleiner Kreis von Wissenschaftlern mit
indischen Filmen. Und obwohl in den letzten Jahren in
Folge des sogenannten Bollywood-Booms1 ein Disziplinen
übergreifender Anstieg des akademischen Interesses zu
beobachten ist, beschränken sich die deutschsprachigen
Publikationen meist nur auf Einführungen zum populären
Hindi-Film.2 Umso erfreulicher ist es, dass sich in dem
vorliegenden Sammelband auch Beiträge befinden, die
sich jeweils einem speziellen Aspekt dieses vielfältigen
Themengebiets widmen und letztendlich auch einen neuen
Beitrag zur Filmforschung leisten, ohne dabei einem internationalen Vergleich scheuen zu müssen.
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